Birds of a Feather

WildCare came to visit and taught about Birds of a Feather.

Now see if you can find some of the words you learned below!

BEAKS
BODY FEATHER
CAMOFLOUGE
DOWN FEATHER
EGGS
FLIGHT FEATHER
GREAT HORNED OWL
HUMMINGBIRD
NEST
PELICAN
PELICAN
RAPTOR
SNOWY EGRET
TALONS
WEBBED FEET
WINGS
WildCare came to visit and taught about Birds of a Feather.
Now see if you can find some of the words you learned below!

BEAKS     FLIGHT FEATHER     RAPTOR
BODY FEATHER     GREAT HORNED OWL     SNOWY EGRET
CAMOFLOUGE     HUMMINGBIRD     TALONS
DOWN FEATHER     NEST     WEBBED FEET
EGGS     PELICAN